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It’s The AAF Exchange — your source for clear, data-driven insight into today’s economic and domestic policy issues.

In our latest episode, AAF President Douglas Holtz-Eakin considers three prominent areas of government growth. He first discusses the policy and the politics of the infrastructure deal. He next examines the implications of Medicaid’s record enrollment before finally turning to the supplemental unemployment benefits. He finally gives his predictions for the latest jobs figures tomorrow.

AAF products mentioned in today’s episode:

- In the Daily Dish “Medicaid and the Goldilocks Test,” Holtz-Eakin explains what the administration could do in response to constricting Medicaid rolls.
- Holtz-Eakin offers his thoughts on tomorrow’s monthly jobs report. Subscribe to AAF’s U-6 Fix here.

Whether you’re working from home or taking a walk, The AAF Exchange will keep you up to speed on today’s most pressing policy issues.

Subscribe on iTunes or Soundcloud, or listen at the link below.
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